
Kettal Landscape Table base



NO BORRAR(es pel tema del pdf)a

Product type Rectangle Tables

Product family KETTAL LANDSCAPE

Product Reference #1275

A collection of aluminium furniture and pergolas painted 
with polyester powder. Daybed structures and aluminium 
pergolas (see collection Kettal Landcape Pavilions) that can 
be personalised and configured with blinds, net curtains, 
panels and ceilings. Dining armchair in aluminium with 
exterior cord. Dining tables in aluminium with customisable 
matt glass or outdoor ceramic tabletops. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame

Painted Glass 

Colour



DESIGNER/

Kettal Studio
Kettal has its own design, research and development studio.The Kettal Studio designs its own projects and supports the 
development of external projects. To drive innovation, the Kettal Studio organises concept creation groups with young 
designers from different cultures and disciplines.

MATERIALS/

SAFETY GLASS

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT



Kettal Landscape Table base



NO BORRAR(es pel tema del pdf)a

Product type Rectangle Tables

Product family KETTAL LANDSCAPE

Product Reference #947130

A collection of aluminium furniture and pergolas painted 
with polyester powder. Daybed structures and aluminium 
pergolas (see collection Kettal Landcape Pavilions) that can 
be personalised and configured with blinds, net curtains, 
panels and ceilings. Dining armchair in aluminium with 
exterior cord. Dining tables in aluminium with customisable 
matt glass or outdoor ceramic tabletops. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Table top Ceramic colour

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A

Table top/

Kettalize it! D

Painted Glass Colour/

Kettalize it! D



DESIGNER/

Kettal Studio
Kettal has its own design, research and development studio.The Kettal Studio designs its own projects and supports the 
development of external projects. To drive innovation, the Kettal Studio organises concept creation groups with young 
designers from different cultures and disciplines.

MATERIALS/

SAFETY GLASS

CERAMIC 

COMPOUND

Ceramic

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT



Kettal Landscape Table base



NO BORRAR(es pel tema del pdf)a

Product type Rectangle Tables

Product family KETTAL LANDSCAPE

Product Reference #947120

A collection of aluminium furniture and pergolas painted 
with polyester powder. Daybed structures and aluminium 
pergolas (see collection Kettal Landcape Pavilions) that can 
be personalised and configured with blinds, net curtains, 
panels and ceilings. Dining armchair in aluminium with 
exterior cord. Dining tables in aluminium with customisable 
matt glass or outdoor ceramic tabletops. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Table top Ceramic colour

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A

Table top/

Kettalize it! D

Painted Glass Colour/

Kettalize it! D



DESIGNER/

Kettal Studio
Kettal has its own design, research and development studio.The Kettal Studio designs its own projects and supports the 
development of external projects. To drive innovation, the Kettal Studio organises concept creation groups with young 
designers from different cultures and disciplines.

MATERIALS/

SAFETY GLASS

CERAMIC 

COMPOUND

Ceramic

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT



Kettal Landscape Dining table extendable



NO BORRAR(es pel tema del pdf)a

Product type Extendable Tables

Product family KETTAL LANDSCAPE

Product Reference #947140

A collection of aluminium furniture and pergolas painted 
with polyester powder. Daybed structures and aluminium 
pergolas (see collection Kettal Landcape Pavilions) that can 
be personalised and configured with blinds, net curtains, 
panels and ceilings. Dining armchair in aluminium with 
exterior cord. Dining tables in aluminium with customisable 
matt glass or outdoor ceramic tabletops. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Ceramic colour

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A

Painted Glass Colour/

Kettalize it! D



DESIGNER/

Kettal Studio
Kettal has its own design, research and development studio.The Kettal Studio designs its own projects and supports the 
development of external projects. To drive innovation, the Kettal Studio organises concept creation groups with young 
designers from different cultures and disciplines.

MATERIALS/

SAFETY GLASS

CERAMIC 

COMPOUND

Ceramic

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT



Kettal Landscape Centre table



NO BORRAR(es pel tema del pdf)a

Product type Coffee Tables

Product family KETTAL LANDSCAPE

Product Reference #943020

A collection of aluminium furniture and pergolas painted 
with polyester powder. Daybed structures and aluminium 
pergolas (see collection Kettal Landcape Pavilions) that can 
be personalised and configured with blinds, net curtains, 
panels and ceilings. Dining armchair in aluminium with 
exterior cord. Dining tables in aluminium with customisable 
matt glass or outdoor ceramic tabletops. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A



DESIGNER/

Kettal Studio
Kettal has its own design, research and development studio.The Kettal Studio designs its own projects and supports the 
development of external projects. To drive innovation, the Kettal Studio organises concept creation groups with young 
designers from different cultures and disciplines.

MATERIALS/

PVC JAQUARTEX 

FABRIC

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT



Kettal Landscape Teak Centre table



NO BORRAR(es pel tema del pdf)a

Product type Coffee Tables

Product family KETTAL LANDSCAPE

Product Reference #1284

A collection of aluminium furniture and pergolas painted 
with polyester powder. Daybed structures and aluminium 
pergolas (see collection Kettal Landcape Pavilions) that can 
be personalised and configured with blinds, net curtains, 
panels and ceilings. Dining armchair in aluminium with 
exterior cord. Dining tables in aluminium with customisable 
matt glass or outdoor ceramic tabletops. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Table top

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A



DESIGNER/

Kettal Studio
Kettal has its own design, research and development studio.The Kettal Studio designs its own projects and supports the 
development of external projects. To drive innovation, the Kettal Studio organises concept creation groups with young 
designers from different cultures and disciplines.

MATERIALS/

TEAK (A-grade)

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT



Kettal Landscape Aluminium Side table



NO BORRAR(es pel tema del pdf)a

Product type Side Tables

Product family KETTAL LANDSCAPE

Product Reference #1274

A collection of aluminium furniture and pergolas painted 
with polyester powder. Daybed structures and aluminium 
pergolas (see collection Kettal Landcape Pavilions) that can 
be personalised and configured with blinds, net curtains, 
panels and ceilings. Dining armchair in aluminium with 
exterior cord. Dining tables in aluminium with customisable 
matt glass or outdoor ceramic tabletops. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Table top

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A

Table top/

Kettalize it! A



DESIGNER/

Kettal Studio
Kettal has its own design, research and development studio.The Kettal Studio designs its own projects and supports the 
development of external projects. To drive innovation, the Kettal Studio organises concept creation groups with young 
designers from different cultures and disciplines.

MATERIALS/

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT



Kettal Landscape Teak Side table



NO BORRAR(es pel tema del pdf)a

Product type Side Tables

Product family KETTAL LANDSCAPE

Product Reference #1277

A collection of aluminium furniture and pergolas painted 
with polyester powder. Daybed structures and aluminium 
pergolas (see collection Kettal Landcape Pavilions) that can 
be personalised and configured with blinds, net curtains, 
panels and ceilings. Dining armchair in aluminium with 
exterior cord. Dining tables in aluminium with customisable 
matt glass or outdoor ceramic tabletops. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/



CHOOSE STANDARD FINISHES/

Frame Table top

CHOOSE OPTIONAL COLORS/

Frame/

Kettalize it! A



DESIGNER/

Kettal Studio
Kettal has its own design, research and development studio.The Kettal Studio designs its own projects and supports the 
development of external projects. To drive innovation, the Kettal Studio organises concept creation groups with young 
designers from different cultures and disciplines.

MATERIALS/

ALUMINIUM 

ELECTRO-PAINT

Teak


